SenFORCE FIXED is the most economical, accurate and effective tools to prevent No Stopping and No Parking.
SenFORCE FIXED is designed to keep traffic moving and removes the delays caused to public transport with blocked bus
zones. It also serves as a useful enforcement tool against illegal
rubbish dumpers.
 Detects Illegal No stopping in School Zones
 Detects Illegal No stopping in Bus Zones
 Detects Illegal dumping of waste rubbish
 Fast highly accurate ANPR reading.
 No external loops & triggers
 Reads reflective and non-reflective plates.
 Equipped with advanced and patented VehicleDNA technology
to accurately match vehicles.
 Consistent >98% performance in reading plates in both day
and night conditions.
 Resilient in extreme weather & environmental conditions.
 Supports Black listed (wanted) & White-list (approved) vehicle
databases.

SenFORCE FIXED©
Illegal Stopped Parking
Management & Illegal
Rubbish Dumping
with Automated ANPR

SenFORCE FIXED©
Illegal Stopped Parking Management & Illegal Rubbish Dumping
HOW DOES IT WORK ?
Motorists are all too frequently taking advantage of
using Bus Stops and School Zones to drop-off and pickup passengers with no regard, causing delays for legitimate road users.

Councils are facing massive clean up bills having to
remove illegally dumped rubbish in public streets, often
having to also deal with hazardous waste at great cost
and risk to the community.

SenFORCE FIXED is designed with these concerns
and more in mind, to provide irrefutable evidence of the
violators and send a clear message that inconsiderate
behaviour will be enforced and not tolerated.

Core Specifications
Processing Architecture

Server based

VPU Operating System

Linux

Back Office server Operating System

Windows/Cloud hosting available

Sensor type

Axis Q1775, Dual
Colour and Infrared

3rd Party systems Integration supported

XML over TCP/IP,
FTP SOAP, Database layer & other
options

Power

Solar is recommended standard operation
Single pole with 3/4G
communications

Mounting & Communications
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